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Fujifilm Announces the Improved Xerox Phaser® 6270 Photobook Printer  
as the Latest Advancement for On-Site Photo Specialty Printing Products 
New Phaser 6270® Features “Borderless Print” which Enables Retailers to 

Offer Higher Grade Photobooks, Calendars and Folded Cards  
Quickly and Easily  

 
 
PHOTOKINA 2012, COLOGNE, GERMANY, September 18, 2012—FUJIFILM 
Corporation today announced the improved “Borderless Output” function in the Xerox 
Phaser® 6270 Photobook Printer as the latest advancement for retail photo specialty 
printing that includes Photobooks, calendars and folded cards.  
 
Along with the diversification of user needs by digitalization in the latest years, 
consumers now have various ways to enjoy photos including “slide show at PC,” 
sharing at “SNS,” and “photo-retouch at PC”, in addition to traditional photo printing. 
Recently, as one of the ways to enjoy photos, the demand for photo specialty printing 
products such as personalized Photobooks, calendars and folded cards have rapidly 
expanded through online purchase and wholesale production, and it is expected to grow 
in the future. 
  
In 2011, Fujifilm introduced the Xerox Phaser® 6270 Photobook Printer as on-site photo 
specialty printing solution in collaboration with Fuji Xerox. In partnership with Fuji 
Xerox, Fujifilm adds its legendary expertise in photo imaging innovation to the Xerox 
Phaser® 6270 Photobook Printer to produce vibrant high quality “photo-like” prints.  
 
Today, Fujifilm is pleased to announce that Fujifilm and Fuji Xerox have jointly 
developed the Borderless output function, which is the first in the industry* with a 
compact Xerography printer, and introduce the new version of the Xerox Phaser® 6270 
Photobook Printer with this outstanding feature.  
 
The new Xerox Phaser® 6270 Photobook Printer now features automatic double-sided 
printing without white borders at the paper edges. Retailers can now easily and instantly 
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create borderless double-sided Photobook pages with the same quality as those created 
by wholesale labs enabling retailers to offer higher grade photo specialty printing 
products. Together with Fujifilm’s workflow management software “MS,” the Xerox 
Phaser® 6270 Photobook Printer can be easily integrated into retailers’ current systems, 
and used in combination with order terminal software and dedicated paper to help 
expand retailers’ lineups of products and services. In addition, the printer driver 
software is a standard accessory that supports various photo specialty printing services 
with other numerous application software commercially available in the market. 
 
This new Xerox Phaser® 6270 Photobook Printer is perfectly suited as an on-site photo 
specialty printing solution, and will expand the products that increase customer 
satisfaction. 
 

 Xerox Phaser® 6270 Photobook Printer Main Features 
• Automatic borderless double-sided printing for high quality photo specialty 

printing with easy operation. 
• Excellent print quality using Fujifilm proprietary Image IntelligenceTM 

Technology. 
• Easy maintenance accessible from the front.  
• Compact size that uses minimal counter space. 
• Various system configurations to meet with various demands from retailers. 

 
 Availability 

The Xerox Phaser® 6270 Photobook Printer will be available in January 2013. 
 
Fujifilm will continue to develop and offer convenient and high value-added printing 
services for a variety of printers by applying the Fujifilm Group’s proprietary 
technologies and expertise as a leading company in the field of imaging. 
 
* In Photo Industry. Based on  Fujifilm research. 

Xerox® and Phaser® are trademarks of Xerox Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. 


